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Exercise 1. Read the holiday adverts (A-D). Which holiday would you enjoy most? Why? (20-50 )

A) Cruises
                                   Cruise your way round the Mediterranean Islands. Stop off 

in beautiful cities, and dine in luxury in our five-star restaurant.

                            B) Eco-tourism is alive and kicking
Do you want to feel you’re helping the planet? Then contact us! We 
have a whole range of eco-friendly destinations for you and your 
family.

C) Activity holidays on the Red Sea
jet-skiing - bodyboarding - windsurfing

                          The holiday of a lifetime, an unforgettable experience!
              For those who enjoy a bit of fun and adventure.

D) Sunshine and sand
We are a small travel company offering great deals for beach 
holidays. We offer package deals to Spain, Italy and Croatia.



Exercise 2. Listen to the first part of a conversation between two friends. 
Which holiday (A-D) is it going to be about? 



Exercise 3. Listen to the text. Choose the correct answer (A, B, or C). 
1 According to the advert, what is the aim of eco-tourism?
     A to protect endangered animals
     В to take care of natural environments
     C to help tourists visit remote places
2 What's Abby's opinion of working holidays?
     A They are dull.
     В They are interesting.
     C They are educational.
3 Which of the following is TRUE?
     A Dan wants to go to Scotland by car.
     В Abby suggests flying to South America.
     C You mustn't use a plane if you go on an eco-holiday.
4 What type of meals are provided at the farm?
     A takeaway
     В vegetarian
     C chemical-free
5 How would Abby like to spend her holiday?
     A stay at home
     В go to the seaside
     C sunbathe by the pool



Exercise 4. Imagine that we are planning a two week summer holiday. Convince 
me to accept your offer. Write about

• preferred type of holiday
• way to travel
• accommodation
• activities



YOU’RE 
THE 

BEST!



Yes, 
I am sure!


